Description of Modification

- AAM Full Hybrid Vehicle Integration
- e-AAM™ 50kW Electric Drive Unit
- e-AAM™ Electric Torque Vectoring
- e-AAM™ Power Box Unit
- e-AAM™ Vehicle & System Software & Controls
- High Voltage Battery

Features / Benefits of Technology

Features:
- Torque Vectoring
- Hybrid Functionality
- E-boost
- Electric All-Wheel Drive
- Electric Traction Control
- E-Drive
- Brake Regeneration
- Coast Regeneration
- Load Point Shifting

Benefits:
- Improved Fuel Economy
- Improved Vehicle Performance and Drive Quality
- Improved Handling and Stability

Technology Demonstrated
- e-AAM™ Hybrid and Electric Driveline Systems

For more information, please visit our website, www.aam.com.